Dear E/2,

By the time you get this letter our wedding anniversary will be at hand or a few days gone by. On that occasion I shall offer a prayer that the next thirteen years of our married life shall be more fruitful, and happier, and less separated than those just gone by. I shall also express thanks that we have achieved this state happily and solvently. I shall be cheered by the fact that two wonderful children are ours to remind us occasionally of our yesteryear.

Sending so much to be
Dear Elz

By the time you get this letter our wedding anniversary will be at hand or a few days gone by. On that occasion I shall offer a prayer that the next thirteen years of our married life shall be more fruitful, and happier, and less separated than those just gone by. I shall also express thanks that we have achieved this state happily and solvent(ly). I shall be cheered by the fact that two wonderful children are ours to remind us occasionally of our yesteryears.

Having so much to be
Thankful for I wonder if it will be in order to express the regret that our anniversary will be spent by each of us so many thousands of miles away from the other. If I should so regret, I shall in the same breath be grateful to the Almighty for giving me such a sweet dispositioned and darling wife to come home to. This makes the waiting more bearable than it could possibly be otherwise.

Make some folks have to go away from home to appreciate home, but I always did enjoy being at home with you... even though Marilyn wanted to ride fuggy back and forth thoroughly enjoyed jumping and bouncing up and down on my tummy when I sought a moment of relaxation on our restful bed.
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Oh yes, home was always home sweet home to me... dimmed only by the unpleasant fact that the money we have always paid for rent was not buying the house.

I think there is nothing more important to a man than a happy home, a lively interesting family and most important—a sweet, loyal, cheerful and faithful wife. All of these I believe I am fortunate to have. And on this anniversary, I pay tribute to you, my darling, who brought about all these many blessings that I am ever grateful for. You have been an integral part of whatever little success I have had in life thus far—and have shared my disap...
Oh, yes, home was always home sweet home to me... dimmed only by the unpleasant fact that the money we have always paid for rent was not buying the house.

I think there is nothing of more import to a man than a happy home, a lively interesting family and most important – a sweet, loyal, cheerful and faithful wife. All of these I believe I am fortunate to have. And on this anniversary, I pay tribute to you, my darling, who brought about all these many blessings that I am ever grateful for. You have been an integral part of whatever little success I have had in life thus far – and have shared my disap-
pointments with notes of cheer, comfort, sympathy and love.

If I were to begin life all over again—and marry all over again—the pattern of my life might be changed, but you would still be the center of it all, for there is no other girl in all the world that I would choose for my wife but you. And knowing me as you do now, I hope you'd consent to marry me again. I say—hope—because at times in the thirteen years gone by, I knew I have disappointed you and given you many disappointments. So to marry you all over again in a new life to be relived would be a passionate ambition submerging.
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all others. I wonder if you'd still say "yes", would the chicken farmer win out — or would I lose to some of my other unknown rivals for your favor. I think you'd have to choose me again whether you wanted to or not — for if otherwise, who else would understand and comfort Marilyn and Gretel the way you would. Just picture, if you can, Marilyn and Gretel calling somebody else "Mother": it just wouldn't fit. So I guess you'd have to marry me again. That makes me happy to know that if life is to be relived, you'll be the other half of it. Now I can sleep soundly — happily.

Love, Hubby
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5) all others. I wonder if you’d still say “yes” or would the chicken farmer win out – or would I lose to some of my other unknown rivals for your favors. I think you’d have to choose me again whether you wanted to or not – for if otherwise, who else would understand and comfort Marilyn and Gretel the way you would. Just picture, if you can, Marilyn and Gretel calling somebody else “Mother”. It just wouldn’t fit. So I guess you’d have to marry me again - That makes me happy to know that if life is to be relived, you’ll be the other half of it. Now I can sleep tonite – Happily.

Love Hubby
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